Paw-shake responses with joint immobilization: EMG changes with atypical feedback.
To determine the effects of atypical motion-related feedback on motor patterns of the paw shake, EMG patterns of selected flexor and extensor muscles were recorded under four conditions of joint immobilization (hip and ankle alone, hip-knee, hip-knee-ankle) and compared to responses evoked in the freely-moving hindlimb of the chronic-spinal cat. With only the ankle joint casted, paw shaking was easily evoked by applying tape to the paw, and cyclic characteristics were not altered. However, under the three conditions with hip-joint immobilization (hip alone, hip-knee, hip-knee-ankle), responses were difficult to obtain, and if elicited, the number of cycles within a response decreased and cycle periods were prolonged. The temporal organization of consecutive cycles, however, was not altered by immobilization of any joint(s). Ankle (LG) and hip (GM) extensor activity was relatively unaffected by conditions of joint immobilization. In contrast, hip flexor (IP) and knee extensor (VL) bursts were often absent under all three conditions of hip-joint immobilization, and if present, VL burst durations decreased under the casted hip-knee-ankle condition, while the onset of IP activity occurred early in the cycle with prolonged bursts under casted ankle and casted hip-knee-ankle conditions. The coactivity of the knee extensor (VL) and ankle flexor (TA) was disrupted by conditions of hip-joint immobilization: VL onset was dissociated from TA onset and coincident with LG onset. These results suggest that motion-related feedback from the hip joint is particularly important in the initiation, cycle frequency, and the number of cycles of paw-shake responses. The presence of atypical motion-dependent feedback from the hip joint altered activity of knee and ankle anterior muscles, while motion-dependent feedback from the ankle joint changed activity of the anterior hip muscle. Moreover, the results suggest a differential control of posterior and anterior muscles of the hindlimb, consistent with paw-shake limb dynamics.